Pet Policy
The Rules
All of our accommodation is 'pet free' with the exception of the Pawprint Chalet lodge; one small
well behaved dog is allowed in this lodge. Please note, pets are not allowed on the beds or
furniture in this accommodation nor any of the other accommodation owned by Ream Hills Lake
Leisure Ltd. Up to two well behaved dogs are welcome with our touring park guests. Please note,
pets are not allowed in any communal facilities, such as shops or washrooms. Pets should not be
left unattended in the property and dogs should be kept on a lead within the boundaries of the
park unless stated otherwise.
Guide Dogs
Registered guide and support dogs belonging to those with visual and hearing impairments are
allowed in all properties at Ream Hills Holiday Park. Even where the property description states
that pets are not allowed. Customers with allergies should be aware that we cannot guarantee
that a registered guide and/or support dog has not stayed in their chosen property nor can we
accept any liability for any suffering which may occur as a result of such animals having been
present.
Dangerous Dogs Act
In the interest of visitor's safety and as a result of Government legislation Ream Hills Lake Leisure
Ltd is unable to accept the following types of dog: American Pit Bull Terrier, Japanese Tosa, Fila
Brasileiro, Doga Argentino & Rottweilers even where these types of dog are muzzled, as required
by law. Dogs (except assistance dogs) are not permitted in any building at the park. Should we
deem your dog to be acting dangerously or to be causing a nuisance, or threat to anyone, we
reserve the right to request the dog be removed from the park. Should this occur we would not
provide a refund or compensation. It is an offence to not notify the park of the presence of a dog
in your accommodation and can result in a fine.

